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Consistently delivering
peace of mind

CONTINENTAL SECURITY SERVICES

Continental Security Services Ltd was formed in January 2021, and specialise in security throughout the UK.
We also possess a commitment to excellence and hold accreditations in ISO 9001 Quality management, ISO
14001 Environmental management and ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety management systems.
We have improved each service currently offered by its competitors. We are committed to offering you the
highest quality security services through innovative training and techniques. We constantly adapting to
improve our service.

Our
mission Our mission is to build a dynamic, vibrant and proactive security

business, creating opportunity, value and return.

Our
vision "It is vital that we work closely with all our customers in order to ensure that they

have a balanced approach to operate and prosecute business activities. We will
apply ethical principles to make a significant difference, ensuring we are aligned
with business objectives and provide cost and risk commensurate solution that
adds value to your business."

James Reynolds
Founder & CEO

Core
values We have a focused business solution.

We have a controlled, concise management structure.

We have complete confidence and trust in our services.

We are valued, driven and Innovative.

We are committed to becoming the preferred specialist security solutions provider.

We do the right thing, not the easy thing.

We choose to succeed and success means exceeding our customers’ expectations.

We are committed to continuous improvement.

We value and learn from honest feedback.
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Mobile Patrols

Key benefits

Accreditations
Contact Information Head Office
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0800 567 7333
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11-13 Cambridge Road
Hastings, East Sussex,
TN34 1DJ

Our mobile patrols are a highly visual and physical deterrent, used to deter theft and move unauthorised
people off-site. Internal and external patrols are carried out at irregular times so the pattern of patrols
remains ambiguous for any unwanted visitors. This will reduce the likelihood of vandalism and theft. As well
as deterring criminal activity, Mobile Patrols can prevent the threat of flood, fire or any form of loss and
waste.

Patrols are tracked and monitored to give our clients peace complete satisfaction and value for money. Our
Mobile Patrol Officers will check that all windows and doors are secured to prevent unauthorised access. Our
mobile patrols are highly effective with our locks and unlock service.

Visible Crime Deterrent which acts as a warning to any visitors who are thinking of pursuing any
unlawful activity. Having security visible can discourage onlookers from indulging in any wrong activity.

Cost Savings – A permanent Security Officer might be beyond your budget. If so, you may find mobile
patrol service to be much more cost-effective. Having a mobile patrol guards your premises also helps
reduce your losses and liabilities from break-ins, vandalism, and other damage.

Immediate Response to Emergency Situations – Patrols are mobile and have access to vehicles,
patrolling Security Officers can respond promptly to alarms or emergency situations within a few
minutes or seconds. Security Officers can provide guidance on protocols such as fire safety, emergency
evacuation planning, and health and safety strategies.



Key holding & Alarm Response
Key holding is a specialist security service where a contracted security firm holds a set of keys to your
commercial premises — in a secure, off-site location — to be used in the event of a security breach. Key
holding puts the responsibility of responding to a security issue, such as a burglary, in the hands of trained,
reliable security personnel. Finding a trustworthy key holder is a vital part of running a successful business.
An increasing number of businesses understand the risks associated with having their own employees as a key
holder. With this in mind, more companies are now opting to manage this risk by outsourcing their key
holding to a professional security company.

As your key holder, Continental Security Services GUARANTEE the most efficient response times for alarm
response with the assistance of our excellent GPS tracking devices. In the event of alarm activation, our
nearest Mobile Patrol Officer can attend immediately by eliminating vital time spent collecting your keys from
a central point. Our officer will not vacate the premises until all necessary action is taken and the premises are
secure. The response is the key to damage limitation. The sooner we arrive, the less chance of unnecessary
disruptions such as vandalism, theft or other forms of loss and waste. We will have a set of keys to access
your premises, locked up securely at our own Alarm Receiving Centre and will use them to gain access to the
building in the event of an emergency. That means, if at four in the morning an emergency occurs, you’re not
forcing a member of staff to respond: you’re leaving it to security professional.

Key benefits (continued on reverse)

Compliance with Health and Safety – A member of your own staff can respond to false alarms with
ease, but what happens when the alarm is genuine? A security professional, after calling in the police,
may still be forced to take action in order to protect your premises and themselves. Naturally, entrusting
this responsibility to a security professional is much more beneficial to you and your business.

Guaranteed response – Our Alarm Receiving Centre is manned 24/7 by on-alert security personnel,
ready to respond at a moment’s notice. Consider how much more efficient this is than leaving the
responsibility to a 9-5 employee, who will be at home and will have a vastly more laboured response
time.



Key holding & Alarm Response (Cont.)
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Key benefits (Continued)

Eliminates confusion – A professional key holder knows what to do at all times. They’re trained for it.
Because of this, they will be able to provide an effective response no matter the circumstances. This
cannot be guaranteed by leaving your key holding responsibilities in-house — particularly if you have
multiple key holders who do not communicate with each other.

Your staff remain safe and more productive – If a staff member is forced to respond in the early hours,
it means they have their sleep disturbed as they have to wake up, prepare, travel to the site and, in the
case of false alarms, travel back home after giving the all clear. The next day, that staff member will,
predictably, be far less productive (and probably in a sour mood). If the emergency is a real threat, then
they are putting themselves at risk of injury and trauma. Both of these scenarios are best avoided, and
that’s precisely what professional key holding does.



Security Locks & Unlocks

Key benefits

Accreditations
Contact Information Head Office
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As a business, it can be difficult to find a dependable and trustworthy key holder to carry out daily locks and
unlocks on your premises. Our Security Officers can cut the cost of key replacements and reduce time lost
through waiting for the correct person to unlock the premises. It also means that the premises can be
unlocked for lone workers, contractors or deliveries at short notice.

This service is especially appropriate on days when the premises are not usually open such as weekends or
Bank Holidays when sending a member of staff would be both expensive and unsociable.

Regular premises unlock and lock for staff access

Temporary service to cover sickness and absences

Alarms unset and set

Premises patrolled

Doors, windows secured

Unnecessary lights and electrical equipment turned off saving energy

Staff access outside normal working hours

Contractor access outside normal working



Manned Guarding

Key benefits
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Continental Security offer manned guarding services for clients in all industries, for jobs of all scales. Manned
Guarding is the most traditional security available and remains the most effective, with onsite presence and an
immediate ability to have trained staff on site reacting to any event. Having a trained security officer on site,
Our security personnel are trained in many support roles for differing environments and assignments
meaning they can offer more than just a security service. Our Security Officers offer a personable approach
and seamlessly fit as part of your organisation representing your brand.

Visual deterrent from crime, trespassing, and vandalism.

Incidents reported by a human will tend to be genuine and not false alarms.

An on-site response to utility faults.

General inspection and management services.

Real time surveying of CCTV footage.

Alarm system surveillance.

Manned guards may hear a possible breach before CCTV sees it.



CCTV Monitoring
Continental Security can provide CCTV installation and maintenance with full documentation, including
operation and maintenance manuals and drawings as required. Some security and surveillance systems may
require a simple, off-the-shelf solution, others may encompass hundreds of cameras, be spread across a huge
site or require special interfacing with other equipment. Our CCTV Systems are linked to our Alarm Receiving
Centre and are able to monitor 24hrs a day, 7 days a week.

CCTV monitoring services provide commercial properties, business locations and construction sites with a
peace of mind security solution that doesn’t require the hiring of additional security staff around the clock.
Monitored CCTV deters intruders through the implementation of audio warnings and ensuring immediate
action is always taken, whether by contacting key holders or emergency services, to minimise both risk and
damage to property and assets. When using unmonitored CCTV in your business, recorded footage can only be
retrospectively reviewed: after the damage has already occurred and the intruder has likely already left the area.

As our trained CCTV Officers are watching and reporting on live footage, emergency services will react
immediately to investigate the issue. In comparison, if it was a static alarm signal, without any visual
verification, the incident may be de-prioritised, leading to longer response times and an increased potential for
damage or theft.

Contacting the emergency services.

Deploying our Mobile Patrol Officers.

We notify you (or the key-holder, depending on your security instructions)

And we communicate with intruders, sending audio warnings via loudspeaker.

1

2

3

4

If we identify risk to your site, we react immediately by

Key benefits (continued on reverse)

The cost savings can be extensive versus contracting numerous full-time Security Officers. Savings will
also be made when the CCTV Officer identifies the event and sends a response only when needed.



CCTV Monitoring (Cont.)
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Key benefits (continued)

Reassurance – You will be immediately notified by qualified staff if an alarm is triggered. If you cannot
be contacted, the ARC will contact the other people on your key-holder list

24/7 CCTV and Alarm Monitoring – Around the clock, real-time monitoring of your premises
protecting valuables, stock & assets

Reduced insurance premiums – An approved and certificated system can reduce insurance premiums

Visual verification of events and activation

Much higher level of reliability, flexibility and significantly more effective



Violent Patient Scheme (VPS)

Non Physical Assult Physical Assult
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The Violent Patient Scheme is a service we offer that enables care providers and practice staff a safe environment to
carry out their duty of care. If there are concerns that a patient may become violent, aggressive, or abusive, our
experienced security professionals will be on-site to provide support, physical intervention, and removal of the patient
if necessary. All our VPS staff are equipped with body cameras to assist when providing detailed incident reports.

• Offensive language, verbal abuse and swearing;
• Racist or homophobic comments;
• Loud and intrusive conversation;
• Unwanted or abusive remarks;
• Negative, malicious or stereotypical comments;
• Invasion of personal space;
• Brandishing of objects or weapons;
• Near misses i.e. unsuccessful physical assaults;
• Offensive gestures;
• Threats or risk of serious injury to NHS staff;
• Intimidation;
• Stalking;
• Alcohol and/or drug substances misuse;
• Incitement of others and/or disruptive behaviour;
• Unreasonable behaviour and non-cooperation;

• Spitting on/at staff;
• Pushing;
• Shoving;
• Poking or jabbing;
• Scratching and pinching;
• Throwing objects, substances or liquids onto a
person;
• Punching and kicking;
• Hitting and slapping;
• Inappropriate sexual contact;
• Incidents where reckless behaviour results in physical
harm to others;
• Incidents where attempts are made to cause physical
harm to others and fail.



Locksmithing
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Continental Security's East Sussex based master locksmiths are approved, experienced and dedicated to
finding the perfect solutions for your business requirements. If you require a complete lock change or need a
key duplicated, speak with our experts.

Our teams can confidently work with domestic locks and vehicle locks, straight through to heavy-duty
industrial lock systems.

It is our aim to build long term relationships with our clients by offering a friendly, professional, high quality,
reliable service, together with a range of services and products not available elsewhere from one company.

Continental Security’s experience shows that by having a range of specialist services available from a single
source simplifies the management of maintenance and repair contracts. More and more organisations prefer
the ‘one-stop-shop’ approach, as it reduces staff and management time, overheads and costs and enables the
client to concentrate more on their core business.

Key benefits
24/7 Callout.

Peace of mind.

Quality key control.



Healthcare Security
Working for the

Due to the closure of NHS Protect in 2017, many healthcare establishments may find themselves looking for
a new security provider. With our extensive knowledge and expertise, our healthcare security services make
sure that hospitals and other NHS sites are accessible and safe for patients, visitors and staff. Our Security
Officers also protect buildings and valuable equipment.

Hospitals, clinics and other healthcare facilities are becoming increasingly aware of the need for highly-
competent security organisations to enhance the level of security on site and safeguard their staff, visitors and
those in their care. Threats ranging from violence to trespassing, vandalism or theft or even more serious,
terror-related fears require attention that staff on site have neither the skills nor time to manage.

We operate a dedicated NHS security management team, with extensive access to skilled and trained
consultants. This structure enables us to adapt to our healthcare clients’ needs quickly and to provide
comprehensive, high-quality protection. If you want peace of mind that your hospital or doctor’s surgery is
consistently safe, our healthcare security can be on guard 24 hours a day, seven days a week, year-round.

Our bespoke security service can adjust to your specific needs, so that you get healthcare security unique to
your healthcare centre. Integrated into our security solutions is quality control, which helps prevent property
damage as well as staff, patients and visitors. All our staff are trained in first aid, meaning that a rapid
response to anyone who needs assistance is a bonus to your level of security. Each Healthcare Security
Officer undergoes vigorous training in Healthcare Security.

Key benefits (Continued on reverse)

24/7 Call out – Our healthcare security can attend to your premises 24 hours a day, 365 days of the
year, including public holidays.

Immediate Response to Danger/Emergencies – Evacuation and emergency planning means our security
staff can help others efficiently.



Healthcare Security (Cont.)
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Key benefits (Continued)

Multi-skilled Security Guards – Staff can provide front of house and reception duties.

Safety of All is Ensured – Our security team will do whatever it takes to provide a high level of safety
to everyone at all times.

Working for the



Residential Security

Key benefits

Accreditations
Contact Information Head Office
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The increasing amount of residential vandalism, theft and aggravated burglary is a growing concern for the
security of your home. These experiences can be harrowing and leave you feeling very vulnerable at the place
you should feel most secure. Continental Security understands the need for discretion and privacy for you and
your family. Every residential security plan is tailored to suit your lifestyle and needs. Our residential security
teams consist entirely of qualified personnel who are experienced in private security and will give you peace
of mind whether you are at home, work or on leave. We operate with the utmost discretion whilst providing a
security screen deemed appropriate to the perceived level of threat, so our clients and their families can go
about daily life without interruption.

Around-the-clock monitoring and surveillance.

Key-holding service.

Rapid response service.

Permanent patrolling security team.

Personal bodyguard protection.

Discreet or obvious levels of security.

Response Team 24/7.

24/7 CCTV monitoring.



Corporate Security

Key benefits
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Our Corporate Security service is a complete 5-star corporate service that puts the customer first. It may only
be the smallest of details, but this first impression will have a long-lasting influence on the way not only
outsiders but those within your organisation view your company as a whole. Our fully trained corporate
Security Officers will ensure your visitors and employees feel relaxed and comfortable from the moment they
walk through the door. It is imperative that you receive the best service. Our corporate Security Officers
undergo further training in customer service as they represent your organisation. We pride ourselves on
deploying English-spoken Security Officers. We understand the importance of communication skills, which is
why we are recognised as the best in the business.

Visual deterrent from crime, trespassing, and vandalism

Incidents reported by a human will tend to be genuine and not false alarms

An on-site response to utility faults

General inspection and management services

Real time surveying of CCTV footage

Alarm system surveillance

Manned guards may hear a possible breach before CCTV sees it



Retail Security
In the current series of phased ‘return measures’ to Retail Business Operations after the Covid-19 lockdown
restrictions, we at Continental Security understand and have identified that assistance towards the safe,
successful and effective management of retail operations is essential, and that deterrence and prevention of
crime is made further necessary at this difficult time to guard against any additional loss of revenue.
Continental Security is aware of the restrictions and efforts being made on management and by staff time
engaged in dealing with such measures against theft, the follow-up measures and having staff deployed as a
deterrent on the front line. With a return to ‘non-essential’ shop opening petty crime and thievery is notably
returning.

With a proven track record and established partners such as Mitie, NHS, University of Cambridge, East
Sussex County Council, and Continental Security have been operating in support of NHS Covid-19
Operations continuously during the crisis responding immediately to NHS requests for additional security
support in Trust hospital locations and Partnerships, Testing sites and back up facilities. Support continued
supplying security services to assist the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) system and Her Majesty’s Courts and
Tribunal Services (HMCTS) and the many branded supermarkets operating within the effective control
measures and Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) processes.

Continental Security dedicated Retail Security and Supporting Services, (SIA licensed in both covert and overt
operations), strive to minimise ongoing losses by identifying and restricting shoplifting, misappropriation, and
theft. Continental Security officers are also trained in the control of entry and egress to premises, distancing,
and line control, monitoring and accountability of a number of customers on-site, and any search and
screening measures anticipated.

Key benefits (Continued on reverse)

Visual deterrent from crime, trespassing, and vandalism.

Incidents reported by a human will tend to be genuine and not false alarms.



Retail Security (Cont.)
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Key benefits (Continued)

An on-site response to utility faults.

General inspection and management services.

Real time surveying of CCTV footage.

Alarm system surveillance.

Manned guards may hear a possible breach before CCTV sees it.



Event Security
Continental provides an Event Security Management service that is highly professional and supported by
cutting-edge technology and by management experience. We create safe, secure and enjoyable events for you
and your customers. No matter your requirements, our team of committed professionals will help you deliver
the best customer experience possible. All of our Event Security clients be they event management
professionals or event venues or corporate clients see our intelligent approach as a unique selling point. Each
event is different and requires a unique approach and often, as with our Security for AGM’s, Wedding Security
Services, Football matches all require good liaison with venue management and event planners. Our
Management Team is experienced in Risk Assessments, problem-solving and working within a security
budget.

The coordination experiences we have gathered have left us equipped to provide a safe, trouble free
environment for everyone and deliver a service for our clients that is both efficient and extremely
professional. We recognise that the first point of contact for those attending the event are with our operatives
and with this in mind we take great pride in creating a first impression that is both polite and professional in
order that the customer has an enjoyable experience and seeks to attend future events are experienced in a
broad range of events including music concerts, sporting events and outside festivals. Our management team
provide key advice and expertise when planning or managing these events. We believe one of the critical
elements to a successful event is teamwork. It is vital that all parties are signed up to the events success and
understand the aspirations of the Client.

Key benefits (Continued on reverse)

Ticket & pass control

Scanning & X-ray

Crowd management planning



Event Security (Cont.)
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Key benefits (Continued)

Health & Safety management

Body-worn CCTV

Traffic & parking

Front of house security, event security, stewarding, crowd management

Counter-terrorism

Counter-espionage tech

Year-round venue management logistics



Intruder Alarms
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Burglar alarms typically form the basis of a security system for most properties. As Continental FM we offer
alarm systems that provide detection of intruders and act as a great deterrent, allowing you to be proactive
about protecting your home or business.

Our alarms are handpicked for their quality and reliability. Choose Continental FM as your alarm provider,
and make your property up to 80% safer from Burglary.

Should my system be monitored?
There are various forms of alarm monitoring. If you are a business, one of these will almost certainly be a
requirement of your insurers. The monitored system provides the best form of protection, ensuring that, you,
your keyholders and the police where relevant are advised

What level of protection do I require?
Most domestic properties will be very similar in their requirements, combining area and perimeter protection
with pet-friendly devices where necessary. Most systems will be based on passive infra-red movement
detectors, systems can be wired or wire-free.

Truely Tailored Installations
Here at Continental FM, we have over 40 years of
industry experience and knowledge, allowing us to
provide dedicated intruder alarm system design
and installations to ensure that our system perfect
protect people, property and assets.

Where do we cover
Continental Security Systems offers a truly
unrivalled service across South East.



Intruder Alarms (Cont.)
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Protect your business from theft.

Deter vandals from entering your premises.

Provide peace of mind when you’re off-site.

Reduce insurance premiums.

Increase the chance of police apprehending criminals



Access Control
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Access control enables you to control who has access to your building. Locks and keys also allow you to
secure your building, but when keys are lost or stolen, the inconvenience and expense of changing locks and
re-issuing keys can be considerable. Keys may also be copied, creating even more security risks.

All businesses, whether small, medium or large, have assets that need to be protected from theft. There is also
the issue of protecting staff and their belongings when doors are left unlocked all day. This opens up the
possibility of opportunist theft and malicious damage. Continental Security wants nothing more than for our
clients to know that they feel safe and secure in their building at all times. To do this we only install world-
class security systems from leading manufacturers such as Paxton. These systems are handpicked from our
experts for their reliable quality and durability.

With our knowledge and expertise of the industry, our installers will discuss all of your security requirements
to tailor you the perfect system.

Key benefits
Protection of premises

Restrict Access

Highly Flexible and easy to adapt to certain needs

Control Access to assess employees

No Physical Key needed

History Recording for timekeeping



CCTV Systems
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Now more than ever closed circuit television is the beating heart of any strong security solution – with crystal
clear surveillance you can manage your business and keep track of your assets with greater detail and
efficiency. No matter your CCTV requirements, Continental FM work continuously throughout the South
East to exceed client expectations.

Are Your CCTV Systems Performing To Their Optimum?

No matter what industry you’re in, we can find the right combination of security
systems to suit your environment and meet your requirements. CCTV cameras range
from simple applications to deter crime and vandalism, to larger networked solutions
that survey massive grounds and aid Company Directors with useful insights into
their business.

AWide Range Of CCTV Systems (see attached)

Working as a platinum partner with market leaders Hikvision, we are able to provide
our customers with the widest breadth of quality CCTV systems. From reliable IP
cameras for small applications, to intelligent PTZ cameras with in-built video
analytics, our teams work across the South East, producing tailor-made solutions to
get the very best out of Hikvision’s cameras, as well as your budget.

Key benefits
Deters criminal activity

Improves business insurance rates

Peace of mind

Cost-effective

Protection of staff



1080p HD And Beyond

Whilst high definition is commonly associated with higher quality visuals, it is often the ability to zoom-in on footage that
is used the most to review historic CCTV footage. With 1080p, 4K resolution and beyond, you have the power to pick out
the finer details of the scene, such as facial details or number plates. HD footage tells you what happened, where, when
and how.

CCTV Systems Available

Day & Night Surveillance

Continental FM has a long history of specialising in the security sector.

We understand the need for an effective surveillance presence at night, no matter what
industry or business you are wishing to protect. Statistically speaking, most burglaries
happen between 10:00pm and 3:00am – therefore it is essential to have day/night
cameras that capture footage at all hours.

Continental FM trust in the use of Hikvision for HQ Quality footage. Crystal clear
video footage from class-leading CCTV manufacturers allows you to pinpoint events
and identify people from afar.

Rest easy knowing your property is protected using the latest ‘dark fighter’ technology,
able to capture footage even in complete darkness.

High quality. video recording and perimeter surveillance give you the ability to cover
critical areas around the external perimeter of your business, from car parks to
outbuildings, you’re protected at all hours.

HD CCTV

Continental Security's range of HD/Ultra HD CCTV cameras provide full coverage of
large, open areas such as car parks and courtyards. Alternatively, they can be utilised
within interiors such as shops to capture the finer details of transactions including
facial details, cashiers and merchandise.

State-of-the-art CCTV bridges the gap of the unknown, providing you with clear
evidence of any given scene. Your surveillance never sleeps.

Why HDCCTV? Leave no detail missing from the scene with High Definition CCTV
cameras. Zoom-in and capture details like never before to help lead to an arrest.

Reduce the number of required cameras. Offering a larger field of view, HD CCTV cameras can be used to cut the number of
total cameras needed in any installation – saving you money.

24/7 Surveillance without guards thanks to CCTV surveillance, your security never sleeps. Connect your smartphone to your IP
HD CCTV system and you can even view live feeds from wherever you are in the world. Intruder detection with HD analytics
through intelligent video analytics your cameras can work proactively to detect intruders, spot till fraud, capture facial details and
much much more.

24/7 Manned Surveillance

Continental FM has a long history of specialising in the security sector.Most internet protocol (IP) cameras now boast
some form of day/night feature, ranging from basic image optimisation technologies to advanced day/night functionality
in mid-to-high-end models. Operating across East Sussex and Kent, Continental FM are able to provide our
recommendations for the best day/night cameras currently available and show you how best to utilise them.



The Many Uses Of Thermal CCTV Cameras

Thermal cameras can be tailored to identify both uniformity and spikes in temperature – providing essential data about
your production process. The need to accurately monitor the temperature of foods in the cooking, chilling and freezing
processes is integral within food manufacturing plants and is, therefore, the quality control method of choice for many
production and manufacturing premises across the world.

CCTV Systems Available

Pan, Tilt & Zoom

Professional PTZ cameras are the platform for any intelligent surveillance system,
allowing you to integrate into other technologies. Pan, Tilt and Zoom cameras are the
eyes and ears for your security system.

Our experience in surveillance equipment allows us to tailor these systems to perform
tasks suited to your business and application, including tracking movement, capturing
number plates or even detecting flaws in health and safety procedure.

Many of our Pan, Tilt and Zoom cameras come fitted with built-in motion tracking –
perfect for protecting perimeters around your property.

Dependent on the model you choose, your Pan, Tilt and Zoom camera can detect
movement up to 1,000 feet and subsequently zoom-in on subjects in a discreet manner
for a clear picture of the scene. Once connected to your alarm, your Pan, Tilt and
Zoom camera can provide a second, visual verification of any alarm detections from
door sensors, break-glass sensors and PIR detectors.

Thermal CCTV Cameras

In extremely low light, harsh weather conditions or where security is paramount,
thermal CCTV is becoming a popular addition to security systems. Detecting thermal
energy, these cameras cut through the darkness for unrivalled detection – however,
their qualities can often be used for much more than just surveillance.

Unlike day/night cameras, Thermal CCTV doesn’t rely on IR LEDs for it’s range – this
means you can detect objects at great distant from just a heat signature. Thermal CCTV
is by far the best solution for night-time surveillance, it’s the ability to flawlessly detect
movement without a false alarm is unrivalled.

Our team can even install Thermal CCTV cameras to work alongside existing security measures, providing you with the
advantages of both systems. Thanks to it’s greater range, Thermal CCTV cameras can out-perform 2 or more standard cameras,
allowing you to install much less hardware and equipment and consequently save money.

As well as surveillance, thermal cameras have endless uses in monitoring factory processes. Our cameras can aid food
production, ensure quality control or pre-empt machinery downtime.

High-End HD Performance From Pan, Tilt And Zoom Cameras.

Pan, tilt and zoom cameras are the most capable of all CCTV cameras, allowing you to track movement and survey a 360°
field of view with pinpoint accuracy. With the remote control, or with the addition of remote monitoring, you can follow
scenes in motion, zoom-in and capture details in HD resolution. Alternatively, PTZ cameras can be tailored to scan a
designated area automatically.



Advanced Detection & Business Insights

Traditional CCTV cameras once surveyed a scene, offering historic footage to be recalled in the event of a crime or
incident. Today, video analytics can help your cameras to do much more. From movement detection on virtual perimeters
to advanced object tracking and facial recognition, our systems can be tailored to any security challenge or scenario.

CCTV Systems Available

Remote CCTV Monitoring

Don’t put staff or keyholders at risk – our remote operatives can verify alarms using
your CCTV feeds and consequently call for police response. Connecting your CCTV
system to our accredited Remote Monitoring Station allows all threats to be seen, heard
and dealt with, regardless of the time of day or night. In the event of a trigger,
operatives are able to assess the situation in real-time before deciding on the best
course of action to rectify the situation.

In the event of an alarm, your CCTV cameras can be utilised by our monitoring team
to identify the trigger and verify the alarm, allowing Police to intervene. With CCTV
monitoring you can rest assured that your property is being watched overnight and day
by professionals – your security never sleeps. In the event of an intrusion, rather than
deterring thieves through sirens or audible challenge, your monitoring can be tailored to
trigger a silent alarm. Once verified, Police can then attend the scene to apprehend
thieves in the act.

Our monitoring teamwork as your on-site security guards – without costly fees or
putting people at risk. Using speakers on-site, we can challenge and deter intruders by
making sure they know they are being watched via CCTV.

Video Analytics

Video analytics is the art of training your HD CCTV cameras to work as security
guards. With set routines and tasks, your cameras can identify certain scenes or
movement and alert you to the threat. CCTV working in this way can provide
preventative protection for your business, rather than simply analysing past scenes.

Analytics evolves your CCTV systems into a living, breathing security guard – able to
track movement, trigger alarms and collect vital data. Your cameras can be security
guards, able to track individuals and follow them through the environment – triggering
alarms in the event of intrusion.

Designate virtual perimeters on fence lines, restricted areas or even no-parking zones. If entered by a person or vehicle, an alarm
can be triggered. Unlike traditional CCTV which may only record evidence of a crime taking place, Video Analytics can be
trained to spot crimes before they are committed. Guards can be alerted upon intrusion or suspicious activity whilst your
cameras continue to capture the scene in full HD quality for later review.

With Video Analytics, your cameras work in unison with access control, intruder alarms and gate automation to provide 24/7
surveillance. Audit trails can be verified in HD footage and incidents can be caught proactively as well as stored for later review.

Complete Peace Of Mind

Remote CCTV monitoring also helps reduce the need for an on-site security guard whose safety could be threatened in
the event of a potential intruder or incident, it also eliminates the requirement for on on-site monitoring station which is
very costly to set up and maintain. CCTV monitoring can be tailored to all times of the day, or simply outside of working
hours.
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A well-designed Traffic Management system can ease traffic congestion, improve road safety, monitor
incidents, and inform motorists and authorities of any potential problems on the road ahead. Continental
Security is skilled in providing tailor-made, intelligent systems for traffic management.

Traffic management CCTV systems use Automatic Number Plate Recognition cameras to monitor the flow
of traffic between two points. These ANPR cameras scan the traffic at various number plate points on a
network and match them further down the road to measure journey times. Images from traffic cameras are
not recorded but instead stream live via an IP network to a Traffic Management centre, where they can be
viewed and processed. Slow-moving traffic is highlighted, and appropriate action can then be taken, whether
by altering traffic signals, adding messages to matrix signs, creating diversions, alerting the police or even
sharing the information via social media.

Continental Security has worked extensively with Kent County Council installing and maintaining over 200
cameras around the South East.

Key benefits
Real time data

Measured timelines

Quality updated systems

24/7 monitoring
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A guidance and security solution that offers long term value, benefiting customers and car park owners alike.

This advanced, efficient system focuses on creating a positive customer experience from the offset, and is
proven to increase turnover, improve customer loyalty, lower crime and fraudulent insurance claims, and
reduce pollution.

On entry to the car park, vehicles are guided by LED signs to vacant parking bays, saving customer time,
stress and extensive queuing, and consequently, minimising emissions from slow-moving vehicles.

Key benefits
Positive customer experience

Proven to increase turnover

Lower crime and fraudulent insurance claims

Reduced pollution
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